TRIBUTES 懷 念

Dr. Paul McKaughan
- Former Associate International Director of Lausanne Movement

It is a shock to hear that our friend and mentor Thomas Wang has gone to be with the Lord. I thought that he might challenge us forever, Thomas didn't seem to have the limitations on energy and stamina that many of us face. One doesn't often have the honor and privilege of working with true giants. These are men who stand out for their vision and dedication. Men who see possibilities for ministry that so many of us miss. Thomas was one such man. Giants like Thomas Wang are not just visionaries but have the stamina and dedication to trust God to enable the realization of their vision and dreams. Thomas was a friend, example and inspiration to me. We who are committed to Kingdom causes will miss his spirit, energy and drive. We extend to Rachael, and the rest of the family our heartfelt condolences. Those of us who are committed to Kingdom causes will miss him greatly.

Your friend and fellow Pilgrim ... Paul McKaughan
Former Associate International Director of Lausanne Movement